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Preface

Like its predecessors, the eleventh edition of Analysis for Financial Man-
agement is for nonfinancial executives and business students interested in
the practice of financial management. It introduces standard techniques
and recent advances in a practical, intuitive way. The book assumes no
prior background beyond a rudimentary, and perhaps rusty, familiarity
with financial statements—although a healthy curiosity about what makes
business tick is also useful. Emphasis throughout is on the managerial im-
plications of financial analysis.

Analysis for Financial Management should prove valuable to individuals
interested in sharpening their managerial skills and to executive program
participants. The book has also found a home in university classrooms as
the sole text in Executive MBA and applied finance courses, as a compan-
ion text in case-oriented courses, and as a supplementary reading in more
theoretical finance courses.

Analysis for Financial Management is my attempt to translate into another
medium the enjoyment and stimulation I have received over the past four
decades working with executives and college students. This experience has
convinced me that financial techniques and concepts need not be abstract or
obtuse; that recent advances in the field such as agency theory, market sig-
naling, market efficiency, capital asset pricing, and real options analysis are
important to practitioners; and that finance has much to say about the
broader aspects of company management. I also believe that any activity in
which so much money changes hands so quickly cannot fail to be interesting.

Part One looks at the management of existing resources, including the
use of financial statements and ratio analysis to assess a company’s finan-
cial health, its strengths, weaknesses, recent performance, and future
prospects. Emphasis throughout is on the ties between a company’s oper-
ating activities and its financial performance. A recurring theme is that a
business must be viewed as an integrated whole and that effective financial
management is possible only within the context of a company’s broader
operating characteristics and strategies.

The rest of the book deals with the acquisition and management of new
resources. Part Two examines financial forecasting and planning with par-
ticular emphasis on managing growth and decline. Part Three considers
the financing of company operations, including a review of the principal
security types, the markets in which they trade, and the proper choice of
security type by the issuing company. The latter requires a close look at fi-
nancial leverage and its effects on the firm and its shareholders.



Part Four addresses the use of discounted cash flow techniques, such as
the net present value and the internal rate of return, to evaluate invest-
ment opportunities. It also deals with the difficult task of incorporating
risk into investment appraisal. The book concludes with an examination
of business valuation and company restructuring within the context of the
ongoing debate over the proper roles of shareholders, boards of directors,
and incumbent managers in governing America’s public corporations.

An extensive glossary of financial terms and suggested answers to odd-
numbered, end-of-chapter problems follow the last chapter.

Changes in the Eleventh Edition

Readers familiar with earlier editions of Analysis for Financial Management
will notice a number of changes here. Most important, two talented young
teachers and scholars have joined me in preparing the eleventh edition.
Jennifer Koski, a colleague at the University of Washington, and Todd
Mitton, at Brigham Young University, have done yeomen’s work ushering
the book into the digital era. I much appreciate their many contributions.
You should expect their responsibilities to grow in any future editions.

A second noteworthy change is the book’s partnership with McGraw-
Hill’s Connect. As the following section explains in more detail, Connect
is the lynchpin of the publisher’s digital initiative. Combining elements of
computerized instruction and electronic publishing, it promises signifi-
cant benefits to readers and instructors alike. I am anxious to watch
McGraw-Hill turn this promise into reality.  There will undoubtedly be
bumps along the way, but I am confident we are on the right path. 

Other more conventional changes and refinements in the eleventh edi-
tion include: 

• An introductory discussion of crowdfunding and its possible future.
• A new treatment of present value calculations, gracefully introducing

computer spreadsheets as the principal means for solving present value
problems, while eliminating reference to present value tables. 

• Explicit discussion of present value problems involving uneven cash flows.
• Enhanced ‘recommended resources’ at the end of each chapter,

including two-dimensional bar codes (QR codes) and recommended
mobile apps for Android and iOS devices. 

• Added discussion of payout policy, illustrated by Apple Inc.’s recent
experience.

• Updated details on the impact of U.S. regulation on financial manage-
ment, including the Dodd-Frank Act and the JOBS Act of 2012.

• Better integration of T-accounts and financial statements. 
• Use of Stryker Corporation, a leading medical technology company, as

an extended example throughout the book.
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McGraw-Hill’s Connect 
connect.mheducation.com

McGraw-Hill’s Connect® is an online assess-  
ment solution that connects students with the

tools and resources they’ll need to achieve success. Connect allows faculty
to create and deliver exams easily with selectable test bank items. Instruc-
tors can also build their own questions into the system for homework or
practice. Readers have access to the student resources that accompany this
text, as well as McGraw-Hill’s adaptive self-study technology in Learn-
Smart and Smartbook.

Connect supports this book in several important ways. The student re-
sources include: 

• Excel spreadsheets referenced in end-of-chapter problems.
• Supplementary chapter problems and suggested answers. 
• Complimentary software programs described in Additional Resources

at the end of several chapters. 

If you are not enrolled in a course using Connect, you can access these stu-
dent resources with  a free trial by following the instructions accompanying
the access code acquired with the book. I encourage you to download these
items now for later use.  If you are enrolled in a Connect course, ask your
instructor for your Connect course URL to access the course resources. 

Intended primarily for instructor use, the Connect Instructor Library
houses, among other things: 
• A test bank. 
• PowerPoint presentations. 
• An annotated list of suggested cases to accompany the book. 
• Suggested answers to even-numbered problems. 

To access the Instructor Library, log in to your Connect course, select the
“Library” tab, and then select “Instructor Resources.” 

Connect’s adaptive learning resources, LearnSmart and Smartbook,
promise to speed and enrich your mastery of the book by creating a per-
sonalized, flexible program of study. 

For more information about Connect, LearnSmart, or Smartbook, go to
connect.mheducation.com, or contact a McGraw-Hill sales representative.
For 24-hour support you can e-mail a Product Specialist or search Frequently
Asked Questions at mhhe.com/support. Or for a human, call 800-331-5094.

A word of caution: Analysis for Financial Management emphasizes the ap-
plication and interpretation of analytic techniques in decision making.
These techniques have proved useful for putting financial problems into
perspective and for helping managers anticipate the consequences of their
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actions. But techniques can never substitute for thought.  Even with the
best technique, it is still necessary to define and prioritize issues, to mod-
ify analysis to fit specific circumstances, to strike the proper balance be-
tween quantitative analysis and more qualitative considerations, and to
evaluate alternatives insightfully and creatively. Mastery of technique is
only the necessary first step toward effective management.

I am indebted to Andy Halula of Standard & Poor’s for providing timely
updates to Research Insight. The ability to access current Compustat data
on CD continues to be a great help in providing timely examples of current
practice. I also owe a large thank you to the following people for their in-
sightful reviews of the 10th edition and their constructive advice. They did
an excellent job; any remaining shortcomings are mine not theirs.

Bruce Campbell
Franklin University
Charles Evans
Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton
Jaemin Kim
San Diego State University, San Diego
Inayat Ullah Mangla
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo

John Strong
College of William & Mary
Andy Terry 
University of Arkansas, Little Rock
Marilyn Wiley
University of North Texas
Jaime Zender
University of Colorado, Boulder

I appreciate the exceptional direction provided by Chuck Synovec,
Noelle Bathurst, Melissa Caughlin, Dheeraj Chahal, and Mary Jane Lampe
of McGraw-Hill on the development, design, and editing of the book. Bill
Alberts, David Beim, Dave Dubofsky, Bob Keeley, Jack McDonald, George
Parker, Megan Partch, Larry Schall, and Alan Shapiro have my continuing
gratitude for their insightful help and support throughout the book’s evolu-
tion. Thanks go as well to my daughter, Sara Higgins, for writing and
editing the accompanying software. Finally, I want to express my
appreciation to students and colleagues at the University of Washington,
Stanford University, IMD, The Pacific Coast Banking School, The
Koblenz Graduate School of Management, The Gordon Institute of
Business Science, The Swiss International Business School ZfU AG,
Boeing, and Microsoft, among others, for stimulating my continuing
interest in the practice and teaching of financial management.

I envy you learning this material for the first time. It’s a stimulating
intellectual adventure.

Robert C. (Rocky) Higgins
Marguerite Reimers Emeritus Professor of Finance 

Foster School of Business 
University of Washington

rhiggins@uw.edu
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C H A P T E R  O N E

Interpreting Financial
Statements

Financial statements are like fine perfume; to be sniffed but not
swallowed.
Abraham Brilloff

Accounting is the scorecard of business. It translates a company’s diverse
activities into a set of objective numbers that provide information about
the firm’s performance, problems, and prospects. Finance involves the in-
terpretation of these accounting numbers for assessing performance and
planning future actions.

The skills of financial analysis are important to a wide range of people,
including investors, creditors, and regulators. But nowhere are they more
important than within the company. Regardless of functional specialty or
company size, managers who possess these skills are able to diagnose their
firm’s ills, prescribe useful remedies, and anticipate the financial conse-
quences of their actions. Like a ballplayer who cannot keep score, an op-
erating manager who does not fully understand accounting and finance
works under an unnecessary handicap.

This and the following chapter look at the use of accounting information
to assess financial health. We begin with an overview of the accounting prin-
ciples governing financial statements and a discussion of one of the most
abused and confusing notions in finance: cash flow. Two recurring themes will
be that defining and measuring profits is more challenging than one might ex-
pect, and that profitability alone does not guarantee success, or even survival.
In Chapter 2, we look at measures of financial performance and ratio analysis.

The Cash Flow Cycle

Finance can seem arcane and complex to the uninitiated. However, a
comparatively few basic principles should guide your thinking. One is
that a company’s finances and operations are integrally connected. A company’s



activities, method of operation, and competitive strategy all fundamentally
shape the firm’s financial structure. The reverse is also true: Decisions that
appear to be primarily financial in nature can significantly affect company
operations. For example, the way a company finances its assets can affect
the nature of the investments it is able to undertake in future years.

The cash flow–production cycle shown in Figure 1.1 illustrates the
close interplay between company operations and finances. For simplicity,
suppose the company shown is a new one that has raised money from
owners and creditors, has purchased productive assets, and is now ready to
begin operations. To do so, the company uses cash to purchase raw mate-
rials and hire workers; with these inputs, it makes the product and stores
it temporarily in inventory. Thus, what began as cash is now physical in-
ventory. When the company sells an item, the physical inventory changes
back into cash. If the sale is for cash, this occurs immediately; otherwise,
cash is not realized until some later time when the account receivable is
collected. This simple movement of cash to inventory, to accounts receiv-
able, and back to cash is the firm’s operating, or working capital, cycle.

4 Part One Assessing the Financial Health of the Firm

FIGURE 1.1 The Cash Flow–Production Cycle
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Another ongoing activity represented in Figure 1.1 is investment. Over a
period of time, the company’s fixed assets are consumed, or worn out, in the
creation of products. It is as though every item passing through the business
takes with it a small portion of the value of fixed assets. The accountant rec-
ognizes this process by continually reducing the accounting value of fixed
assets and increasing the value of merchandise flowing into inventory by an
amount known as depreciation. To maintain productive capacity and to fi-
nance additional growth, the company must invest part of its newly received
cash in new fixed assets. The object of this whole exercise, of course, is to
ensure that the cash returning from the working capital cycle and the
investment cycle exceeds the amount that started the journey.

We could complicate Figure 1.1 further by including accounts payable
and expanding on the use of debt and equity to generate cash, but the fig-
ure already demonstrates two basic principles. First, financial statements are
an important window on reality. A company’s operating policies, production
techniques, and inventory and credit-control systems fundamentally de-
termine the firm’s financial profile. If, for example, a company requires
payment on credit sales to be more prompt, its financial statements will
reveal a reduced investment in accounts receivable and possibly a change
in its revenues and profits. This linkage between a company’s operations
and its finances is our rationale for studying financial statements. We seek
to understand company operations and predict the financial consequences
of changing them.

The second principle illustrated in Figure 1.1 is that profits do not equal
cash flow. Cash—and the timely conversion of cash into inventories, ac-
counts receivable, and back into cash—is the lifeblood of any company. If
this cash flow is severed or significantly interrupted, insolvency can occur.
Yet the fact that a company is profitable is no assurance that its cash flow
will be sufficient to maintain solvency. To illustrate, suppose a company
loses control of its accounts receivable by allowing customers more and
more time to pay, or suppose the company consistently makes more mer-
chandise than it sells. Then, even though the company is selling mer-
chandise at a profit in the eyes of an accountant, its sales may not be
generating sufficient cash soon enough to replenish the cash outflows re-
quired for production and investment. When a company has insufficient
cash to pay its maturing obligations, it is insolvent. As another example,
suppose the company is managing its inventory and receivables carefully,
but rapid sales growth is necessitating an ever-larger investment in these
assets. Then, even though the company is profitable, it may have too little
cash to meet its obligations. The company will literally be “growing
broke.” These brief examples illustrate why a manager must be concerned
at least as much with cash flows as with profits.

Chapter 1 Interpreting Financial Statements 5



To explore these themes in more detail and to sharpen your skills in
using accounting information to assess performance, we need to review
the basics of financial statements. If this is your first look at financial ac-
counting, buckle up because we will be moving quickly. If the pace is too
quick, take a look at one of the accounting texts recommended at the end
of the chapter.

The Balance Sheet

The most important source of information for evaluating the financial
health of a company is its financial statements, consisting principally of a
balance sheet, an income statement, and a cash flow statement. Although
these statements can appear complex at times, they all rest on a very sim-
ple foundation. To understand this foundation and to see the ties among
the three statements, let us look briefly at each.

A balance sheet is a financial snapshot, taken at a point in time, of all the
assets the company owns and all the claims against those assets. The basic
relationship, and indeed the foundation for all of accounting, is

Assets ϭ Liabilities ϩ Shareholders’ equity

It is as if a herd (flock? column?) of accountants runs through the busi-
ness on the appointed day, making a list of everything the company owns,
and assigning each item a value. After tabulating the firm’s assets, the ac-
countants list all outstanding company liabilities, where a liability is simply
an obligation to deliver something of value in the future—or more collo-
quially, some form of an “IOU.” Having thus totaled up what the com-
pany owns and what it owes, the accountants call the difference between the
two shareholders’ equity. Shareholders’ equity is the accountant’s estimate of
the value of the shareholders’ investment in the firm just as the value of a
homeowner’s equity is the value of the home (the asset), less the mort-
gage outstanding against it (the liability). Shareholders’ equity is also known
variously as owners’ equity, stockholders’ equity, net worth, or simply equity.

It is important to realize that the basic accounting equation holds for
individual transactions as well as for the firm as a whole. When a firm pays
$1 million in wages, cash declines $1 million and shareholders’ equity falls
by the same amount. Similarly, when a company borrows $100,000, cash
rises $100,000, as does a liability named something like loans outstanding.
And when a company receives a $10,000 payment from a customer, cash
rises while another asset, accounts receivable, falls by the same figure. In
each instance the double-entry nature of accounting guarantees that the
basic accounting equation holds for each transaction, and when summed
across all transactions, it holds for the company as a whole.

6 Part One Assessing the Financial Health of the Firm



To see how the repeated application of this single formula underlies the
creation of company financial statements, consider Worldwide Sports
(WWS), a newly founded retailer of value-priced sporting goods. In Jan-
uary 2014, the founder invested $150,000 of his personal savings and
added another $100,000 borrowed from relatives to start the business.
After buying furniture and display fixtures for $60,000 and merchandise
for $80,000, WWS was ready to open its doors.

The following six transactions summarize WWS’s activities over the
course of its first year.

• Sell $900,000 of sports equipment, receiving $875,000 in cash, with
$25,000 still to be paid.

• Pay $190,000 in wages, including the owner’s salary.

• Purchase $380,000 of merchandise at wholesale, with $20,000 still
owed to suppliers, and $30,000 worth of product still in WWS’s inven-
tory at year-end.

• Spend $210,000 on other expenses, such as utilities and rent.

• Depreciate furniture and fixtures by $15,000.

• Pay $10,000 interest on WWS’s loan from relatives and another
$40,000 in income taxes to the government.

Table 1.1 shows how an accountant would record these transactions.
WWS’s beginning balance, the first line in the table, shows cash of
$250,000, a loan of $100,000, and equity of $150,000. But these numbers
change quickly as the company buys fixtures and an initial inventory of mer-
chandise. And they change further as each of the listed transactions occurs.
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TABLE 1.1 Worldwide Sports Financial Transactions 2014 ($ thousands)

Assets � Liabilities � Equity

Accounts Fixed Accounts Loan from Owners’ 
Cash Receivable Inventory Assets � Payable Relatives Equity

Beginning Balance 1/1/14 $ 250 ϭ $100 $ 150
Initial purchases (140) 80 60 ϭ
Sales 875 25 ϭ 900
Wages (190) ϭ (190)
Merchandise purchases (360) 30 ϭ 20 (350)
Other expenses (210) ϭ (210)
Depreciation (15) ϭ (15)
Interest payment (10) ϭ (10)
Income tax payment (40) ϭ (40)

Ending Balance 12/31/14 $ 175 $25 $110 $ 45 ϭ $20 $100 $ 235



Abstracting from the accounting details, there are two important things to
note here. First, the basic accounting equation holds for each transaction.
For every line in the table, assets equal liabilities plus owners’ equity. Second,
WWS’s year-end balance sheet across the bottom of the table is just its be-
ginning balance sheet plus the cumulative effect of the individual transac-
tions. For example, ending cash on December 31, 2014 is the beginning cash
of $250,000 plus or minus the cash involved in each transaction. Incidentally,
WWS’s first year appears to have been a decent one: Owner’s equity is up
$85,000 over the year, on top of whatever the owner paid himself in salary.

To further convince you that the bottom row of Table 1.1 really is a
balance sheet, the table below presents the same information in a more
conventional format.

Worldwide Sports Balance Sheet, December 31, 2014 ($ thousands)

Cash $175 Accounts payable $  20
Accounts receivable 25 Total current liabilities 20
Inventory   110 Loan from relatives 100

Total current assets 310 Equity   235
Fixed assets     45 Total liabilities and

Total asssets $355 Shareholders’ equity $355

If a balance sheet is a snapshot in time, the income statement and the
cash flow statement are videos, highlighting changes in two especially im-
portant balance sheet accounts over time. Business owners are naturally
interested in how company operations have affected the value of their in-
vestment. The income statement addresses this question by partitioning
the recorded changes in owners’ equity into revenues and expenses, where
revenues increase owners’ equity and expenses reduce it. The difference
between revenues and expenses is earnings, or net income. 

Looking at the right-most column in Table 1.1, WWS’s 2014 income
statement looks like this. Note that the $85,000 net income appearing at
the bottom of the statement equals the change in shareholders’ equity
over the year.

Worldwide Sports Income Statement, 2014 ($ thousands)

Sales $900
Wages 190
Merchandise purchases 350
Depreciation     15

Gross profit $345
Other expenses 210
Interest expense     10

Income before tax $125
Income taxes     40

Net income $ 85
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The focus of the cash flow statement is solvency, having enough cash in
the bank to pay bills as they come due. The cash flow statement provides
a detailed look at changes in the company’s cash balance over time. As an
organizing principle, the statement segregates changes in cash into three
broad categories: cash provided, or consumed, by operating activities, by
investing activities, and by financing activities. Figure 1.2 is a simple
schematic diagram showing the close conceptual ties among the three
principal financial statements.

To illustrate the techniques and concepts presented throughout the
book, I will refer whenever possible to Stryker Corporation. If you or a
relative have ever contemplated a hip or knee replacement, you probably
know Stryker. The firm is a leading medical technology company with an
especially strong position in orthopedic products. It derives about 60 per-
cent of its revenue from the sale of hip and knee replacements and 40 per-
cent from medical and surgical equipment—known in the trade as
“medsurg.” The company competes in over 100 countries and produces
almost 60,000 products and services in 29 facilities throughout the globe.

Headquartered in Kalamazoo, Michigan, with annual sales of over 
$9 billion, Stryker trades on the New York Stock Exchange and is a mem-
ber of the Standard & Poor’s 500 Stock Index. The firm was founded in
1946 by Homer Stryker, a practicing orthopedist, and was originally
known as The Orthopedic Frame Company, changing its name to Stryker
Corporation in 1964. In 1979, Stryker went public and commenced an
extended period of remarkably rapid growth. Beginning in 1976, Stryker’s
average compound growth rate in earnings per share exceeded 20 percent
per annum for over 30 years, and its corporate mantra became “20 per-
cent growth forever.” Recent years have been more challenging, how-
ever, as maturing products, the financial crisis, and the medical device
excise tax tied to ObamaCare have taken their toll.

FIGURE 1.2 Ties among Financial Statements
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See stryker.com. Follow 
Investors > Financial informa-
tion for financial statements.

© Stryker.




